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Nov 30, 2012 Developer informs that he is not updating the VST any more and has given up. That's more or less a death for the plugin. I, for one,
am sad. It has done well in the past, and it's sad that someone stopped working on it. Nov 13, 2011 Take 2 - If this plugin is dead, then I will

forever be grateful to whoever made it; I used it in FL studio and it was a quality piece of work. This is why you do not remove plugins from your
host apps, since there is nothing better or quicker to replace it with. Nov 7, 2011 I just found out about this. If you don't trust the download site,
try the link in the comments below - that's the only place I know of. Jul 30, 2011 I wish it still worked. I remember being impressed when I first

downloaded it. I think I read somewhere that it had something to do with the inaudible. Jul 26, 2011 It really is sad that this is the last
Soundgoodizer VST ever released. I want to work in a digital software like a host and plugin. My first host software I used was GarageBand and I
used VST plugin. It is sad that one has the ability to run the plugins in the host software. Jul 16, 2011 Simply bought it. Will keep it for a while for
kicks, but doesn't seem to be working as a plugin for me. Apr 23, 2011 I remember downloading it while preparing a short intro for a song. I was

already thinking about MIDI controllers at the time, so it was like heaven to me when I found this guy. That was when I began abusing Maximus. I
will miss him. Oct 17, 2010 I have been using it since 2007. It has a comfortable interface and was one of the best sounding VST I have ever

tried. Oct 10, 2010 I was on the verge of buying it, but then I tried installing it and it doesn't work. I really hate that many of the things released by
this company end up being of poor quality. Jul 10, 2010 I discovered this when I was looking for a good plugin to replace a poor-quality one. It's a

great plugin. Here's the link if you want to buy it :
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